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may 14, 2010

“make it!”

colum.edu/manifest
DESIGN CONCEPT BY LANDRY MILLER (’10)

HACK YOUR T-SHIRT
HACK YOUR SHIRT, WIN $500
We know you love your Manifest T-shirt. We love it too. Still,
we want you to cut it. Stitch it. Paint on it. Iron things on it.
Dye it. Reconstruct it. Sew two together. See where we’re
going with this?
So here’s how you win cash: Wear your shirt to the Manifest
kick off rally at 9th Street and Wabash Avenue at noon on
May 14. During the rally, we’ll ask anyone who tricked out
their Manifest shirt to come onstage and show it off. We’ll
ask the crowd gathered to vote for their favorite. And by
vote, we mean applaud. If your shirt gets the most applause
(hint: bring friends to the rally!) you win $500.
So go get the scissors and the glue gun. You can do this.
Make it.

Share Your Manifest Schedule
Win up to $1,000!
There’s a lot to Manifest. Music. Exhibits. Performance. Films. Weirdness. It’s hard to
plan for it, and harder still to experience all of it in a single day. But we can help.
We tricked out the site this year to include an app that lets you build your own unique
Manifest schedule. You can build it, save it, and share it. And that’s where the cash
comes in.
Visit the Manifest Web site, build your schedule, save it and share it on either Facebook
or Twitter. well my friend, you’ve just been entered to win.
We’ll pick 10 lucky winners at random and give them each a check for $100, just for
sharing. If you’re a social media god and have thousands of friends and followers, you
may end up being our $1,000 grand prize winner. That prize goes to the person whose
shared link generates the most traffic on the Manifest Web site. Caveat: Only current Columbia students can win money. It’s only fair, they’re the broke college students after all.
Make Sense? Good. Make it.
www.colum.edu/manifest/schedule
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Tony Merevick, Blair
Mishleau and Emi Peters.

story by: Tony Merevick

what you need to know
O

wn it,” said Mark Kelly, vice president of Student
Affairs. “Feel like you own it. That’s the most
important thing of all,” he said, adding to the “MAKE
IT!” theme of Manifest 2010, Columbia’s 9th annual
end-of-the-year urban arts festival.
The festival returns this year with a kickoff rally at
noon on May 14 under the Big Top tent constructed in
the parking lot at 9th Street and Wabash Avenue, and
will feature nearly 60 different exhibitions from every
department at Columbia.
The purpose is to present Columbia’s best to the
world and to bring the college together as a whole.
“The challenge of Columbia is that we’re often
little, individual states and not big, brawling, badass
Columbia,” Kelly said. “Manifest is to take all of these
wonderful things and put them together into something
that makes us bigger than the sum of its parts.”

The following is a breakdown of
what to expect on the big day:
THE EXHIBITS, PERFORMANCES
AND PRESENTATIONS
The mission of Manifest is to showcase
graduating students’ body of work and almost
every graduating senior is presenting his or
her very best, according to Kari Sommers,
assistant dean of Student Life.
“There will be more than 2,000 students
participating all over campus, whether it’s an
exhibition, or a performance, or whatever,”
Sommers said. “In addition to that, the
Convergence is open to underclassmen;

we have a second outdoor stage that is
open to underclassmen.”
More than 56 different showcases and
presentations will be located around campus,
displaying work from every department
at Columbia. From Interior Architecture
to Journalism, from underclassmen to
graduate students, there will be an exhibit for
everything at this year’s festival, according
to Kelly.
The entire campus will be turned
into a stage, hosting performances from
almost all departments including readings
from Columbia’s fiction writers, poetry
performances, theater productions of “Spring
Awakening,” and “Music! Music! Music! At
Buddy Guy’s” to name a few.
Find the entire schedule of events online.
Sommers encourages guests to visit the
Manifest Web site (colum.edu/manifest) to
create personalized schedules for the day and
share them via social media. A festival map is
also available online.

THE EMISSARIES

You’ve seen them walking around campus
already—those people in the trench coats
that ask you silly questions and give you free
pie—those are the Emissaries, or in other
words, the Manifest street team.
“They’re all over campus every day doing
activities with people and by the day of
Manifest there will be 45 of them,” Sommers
said. “They’re very, very cool. They’ll be

carrying, on the day of Manifest, these little
suitcases with activities inside of them.”
At 7 p.m., the Emissaries will gather
people from all of the Columbia buildings
and showcases and lead them back to the
tent at 9th Street and Wabash Avenue for
the Great Convergence (see our companion
piece for more information), which will
close the day’s festivities.

THE GRADUATION PARTY

Also new this year is a single, condensed
graduation party at the Hilton Hotel, 720
S. Michigan Ave. from 8:30 p.m. to 11 p.m.
This is the final opportunity to celebrate
the graduating class, for graduating seniors,
alumni, faculty and staff only.

Missing from Manifest this year is the
wild parade, which, provided with the
right weather, previously snaked its way
through the streets on campus. Organizers
attribute their nixing of the parade to two
challenges: The Chicago Police Department
had difficulties redirecting traffic and
Manifest organizers were worried about
foul weather dampening the people and
props involved, according to Sommers.
“So what we’ve done this year is
we’ve really put the focus on the student
showcases, which are so strong, and the
Great Convergence,” Sommers said. “It’s
not replacing the parade, it’s a completely
different animal.”
manifest 2010
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Live Music
Columbia’s Student Programming Board presents the SPB Stage

Under the Big Top at 9th Street and Wabash Avenue, an all-day concert featuring some of Columbia’s best musical talents.

Manifest Battle of the Bands!
If you love one of these Columbia talents, show them that love by coming out to catch them live at Manifest. The band that draws the
biggest crowd will win $1,000 cash, a show at the coveted lunchtime series at the Pritzker Pavilion in Grant Park, and a paid gig
performing at Columbia’s Fall Convocation.
During each performance, you can visit the Student Programming Board’s “music station” and cast a vote for your favorite band.

Bands:

DJs:

1 p.m. - 1:20 p.m. – Fly Phoenix | R&B / Soul

11:30 a.m. - Noon: Dj Continental

1:40 p.m. - 2 p.m. – Northern Skies | Folk / Country

1:20 p.m. - 1:40 p.m. – Dj Continental

2:20 p.m. - 2:40 p.m. – Lee | Pop

2 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. – YFTB

3 p.m. - 3:20 p.m. – Big Science | Pop / Rock

2:40 p.m. - 3 p.m. – YFTB

3:40 p.m. - 4 p.m. – Claire Stahlecker | Pop / Rock

3:20 p.m. - 3:40 p.m. – DJ Scenery

4:20 p.m. - 4:40 p.m. – Taylor Mallory | R&B / Soul

4 p.m. - 4:20 p.m. – DJ Scenery

5 p.m. - 5:20 p.m. – Earth Baby | Pop / Rock

4:40 p.m. - 5 p.m. Chris Jones

5:40 p.m. - 6 p.m. – Common Folk | R&B / Soul

5:20 p.m. - 5:40 p.m. – Chris Jones

6:20 p.m. - 6:40 p.m. – Sidewalk Chalk | Hip-Hop

6 p.m. - 6:20 p.m. – Kinesis

FEATURED ARTIST:
8 p.m. - 8:20 p.m. – Actual Rhinoceros | Jazz & Hip-Hop

6:40p p.m. - 7 p.m. – Kinesis

Columbia students Eli Namay, Chris Kimmons, Mathew Roberts, Spencer Jenich, Danny Andrade, Nick Woolley and Sam
Trump are Actual Rhinoceros, this year’s featured Manifest
band. To quote their own MySpace page, their sound is
“pretentious absurdism.”

8:20 p.m. - 8:40pm – Trance Armstrong
9 p.m. - 9:15 p.m. – Trance Armstrong

Through an online promotion, the Rhinos and their fans
secured not only the featured spot in the lineup, but $1,000
in prize money, and a complete digital distribution package
from Tunecore.

8:40 p.m. - 9 p.m. – Katz Company | Pop / Rock

SPB’s programming partners include AEMMP Records, The Student Loop, and the Office of Student Engagement.
SPB is a student-run organization that programs concerts, talent shows, comedy shows, film screenings and other entertainment and
cultural events for the Columbia community. Visit them at colum.edu/spb

spb

student programming board
your concept. your creation.
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Landry Miller

story by: Margaret Smith

W

photo by: Andy Keil

hen Landry Miller came to Columbia in fall 2006 and heard
about the college’s Manifest Urban Arts Festival, he never
thought he would create the festival’s look and feel. And when he
heard last year that they were starting a design contest so students
could create the Manifest concept, he never thought he would enter.

In fact, today it still surprises him.
“I still don’t really believe that it’s happening,” Miller said.
However, the unthinkable has turned into his reality.
A senior, Miller will be graduating from Columbia this
spring with a Bachelor of Arts degree in graphic
design and a number of successful projects under his
belt, including designing the Manifest campaign for
this year’s festival.
Landry’s design is more conceptual than those from
previous years. His design looks at the Manifest tagline that
was largely ignored by staff, faculty and students alike for
years (“Make It!”), and instead, forces people to do exactly
what it says.
Using a number of different shapes, people are allowed
to put them together the way they want to create their
own Manifest logo. Miller’s initial design concept involved
students using stickers to create their Manifest logo. Today,
however, this will be implemented in a number of different
ways, including life-size replicas of the shapes located around
campus. Students can play with window clings in front of the
623 S. Wabash Ave. building that can be moved around and
screen-printing by Anchor Graphics the day of Manifest for
personalized posters.
Miller’s initial inspiration to enter the Manifest design
contest wasn’t for the glory, the recognition or even so that he
could add it to his resume — it was a little bit out of frustration.

ShopColumbia
Columbia’s student art boutique....

CAMPUS-WIDE

7 exhibitions of graduating senior and graduate student work, alumni bazaar
in the Quincy Wong Center for Artistic Expression, pop-up Shop at 916 S
Wabash lobby and of course........ ShopColumbia at 623 S Wabash.

IALe
C
I
F
F
O fest te
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$15

Exhibitions of student work:
Senior Photography Exhibition
1006 S Michigan Ave, Floor 1

2010 MFA Photography Thesis Exhibition
Glass Curtain Gallery | 1004 S Wabash Ave, Floor 1

Fine Art Exhibition I
C33 Gallery | 33 E Congress Pkwy, Floor 1

Fine Art Exhibition II
A+D Gallery | 619 S Wabash Ave, Floor 1

Interface, an Exhibition of Interactive Arts I
Hokin Gallery | 623 S Wabash Ave, Floor 1

Interface, an Exhibition of Interactive Arts II
American Apparel® unisex tees.
Design by Landry Miller, 2010 Manifest
design winner.
Colors: Slate,Turquoise and Forest
Sizes: xs, s, m, l, xl and 2x
Above model: Sam Grimes, ShopColumbia associate and
2010 Film graduate. Images far right, top to bottom:
ceramic fortune cookie, Jennifer Hines; Papa Bear, Kyle
Letendre and plush sculpture, Amy Hilber. Photography by
Kim Nguyen.

The Project Room | 916 S. Wabash Ave, Floor 2

Interdisciplinary Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition I
Center for Book and Paper Arts | 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Floor 2

Interdisciplinary Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition II
The Arcade | 618 S Michigan Ave, Floor 2

SHOPCOLUMBIA

623 S Wabash Ave, 1st fl
312.369.8616
www.colum.edu/shopcolumbia
Manifest hours: 11am-7pm

manifest 2010
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serious job.
“When I came to college, initially I was just like, ‘I want to continue
working on these programs and do things that are fun,’” he said. “I
didn’t get serious about it until later.”
His Manifest design, which beat 65 student applicants and was
picked over five finalists by popular vote, was chosen largely
because of the concept, which Miller says is his favorite part of the
design process.
“My favorite part of it is the thinking part … overthinking, over
planning, really just organizing the set up and the approach that
you’re going to take it,” Miller said. “I’m not even thrilled anymore
about the actual design part of it.”
Besides Manifest, other design work Miller has done in the
past includes various campaigns for the Student Programming
Board, designing for Silver Tongue, Columbia’s monthly
reading series, and an internship at Sticky Worldwide.
Currently he’s working as personal intern to journalism
adjunct professor Zach Dodson.

For years, Columbia had hired an outside designer to work on the
Manifest logo, but now they were asking a student to just draw a
picture for a couple of posters and T-shirts. Why not make it into
something bigger than that?
“I was more thinking about great New York schools … where a lot
of the great work is way more involved than one person drawing
something,” he said. “It involves tons of students and tons of artists,
and that’s what makes it great, because so many people are
having fun.”
Amusingly enough, Landry said he didn’t even really know
what design was when he started at Columbia. Much like
his entry into the Manifest design contest, his start in the
design world came in a sort of roundabout way. Miller
always drew a lot when he was growing up and he
remembers constantly staring at the margins of
objects and aligning them correctly so he liked how
they looked.
It wasn’t until his older brother brought a
bootleg copy of Photoshop home with him
from college when Miller was around
13, , that Miller started working on the
computer. Soon he was designing posters
and T-shirts for his church and other local
businesses around his hometown, located
in the cornfields of Central Indiana.
That was all stuff he liked to do, though — not a

Congrats 2010 Grads

Hurry in before your Columbia discount expires on our
exclusive deals on the latest software and Mac computers!!!

Adobe Creative Suite 4 for Mac
Hurry in and buy at clearance price and you can upgrade
to the new CS5 for Free! Yes, that’s right. FREE!!!!!*

Design Standard

$299
NOW
$211.99
WAS

Design Premium Production Premium Master Collection

$399
NOW
$311.99
WAS

$399
NOW
$311.99
WAS

$599
$511.99

WAS
NOW

Meet the new MacBook Pro, available
in 13-, 15-, and 17-inch models. Now
featuring faster Intel processors, new
next-generation NVIDIA graphics,
and a battery that lasts even longer.

Store Hours : M-F 11am - 6pm
33 E. Congress Pkwy (Entrance off Wabash) • 312.369.8622
*Must be a current student, staff or faculty member and must have a current Columbia ID present. The purchaser must call the Adobe customer service number: 800-833-6687 to receive the free upgrade to CS5 for Mac, not including shipping & handling costs.
Adobe offer valid for purchases made on or between 04.12.2010 and 07.11.2010. All prices and offers subject to change without notice. All offers valid while supplies last. No rainchecks or special orders. All software prices listed are valid in-store only. †Not combinable with other offers. All sales are final.
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Eddie O’Keefe

story by: Blair Mishleau

E

photo by: Andy Keil

ddie O’Keefe’s dad attended Columbia; his family lived
in the nearby city of Elmhurst, Ill. and O’Keefe knew
about Columbia’s excellent film program.
O’Keefe is a fall 2009 Columbia alumnus who graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in film. He said he always
assumed he would attend Columbia and didn’t consider
other colleges. The films O’Keefe creates capture the
gritty, young-at-heart style he knows well from his time
at Columbia.
“I like when you see a movie and you can feel that the
props were touched and you can feel that the sets were
built, and it all has a certain roughness to it,” O’Keefe said.
“I try to incorporate that into the writing as well. I like to
have stories that you feel are personal and you feel have
been touched.”
O’Keefe won multiple awards for his work and gained
recognition from Columbia faculty members.
He wrote the award-winning short film, “Sun Sessions,”
which was produced the summer between his sophomore
and junior years. The film had a tiny $1,000 budget and
O’Keefe relied primarily on friends for its production.
According to O’Keefe, he just wrote about what he knew.
“I just kind of do things about degenerate kids and falling
in love young and drinking and being reckless—things that
interest me and that I know about. Like it or hate it, at least
I’m being honest,” he said.
The plot of “Sun Sessions” revolves around an Elvisobsessed high school student who reunites his band in an
attempt to get his girlfriend back, before finally realizing he

didn’t want her in the first place.
“It’s a story you’ve seen a million times,” O’Keefe
said. “We weren’t breaking any ground, but it was
something to occupy our summer with.”
While the plot may not have been radical, it did well
in film festivals, winning best short film at Naples
International Film Festival, along with recognition at
several other festivals.
This summer O’Keefe is working on another project
similar in tone to “Sun Sessions.”
Entitled “The Ghosts,” it is about a 1950s motorcycle
gang that is reincarnated from a pile of junk at a
salvage yard. The lead gang member falls for a girl and
teaches her there’s more in the world than her small
town. This exemplifies O’Keefe’s approach: telling a
homely tale encased in a complex plot.
“[My films] are usually very simple stories told
through a skewed lens,” O’Keefe said. “[The Ghosts]
is the story of a girl realizing there’s more to life, but
we do it through a motorcycle gang from the ’50s. I’m
really attracted to doing things as simple as they can
be done and as rough as they can be done.”
This ability to take the simple and weave it into a
complex story is what makes O’Keefe stand out.
“As a writer, Eddie presents unique and challenging
stories all filtered through his dramatically charged
vision,” said Julian Grant, assistant professor in the
Film and Video department, and O’Keefe’s teacher for
Directing II. “I expect great things from him.”

manifest 2010
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POP
UP KEYWORD:

MANIFEST
Win up to $1000!
There’s a lot to Manifest. Music. Exhibits. Performance. Films. Weirdness.
It’s hard to tell people about all of it. So we’re outsourcing the job to you.
As you walk around the South Loop on May 14
we want you to text or e-mail us when you
see or hear something you like. Every text or
e-mail you send will show up in real time on the
Manifest Web site, creating a living, breathing
“pulse” of this year’s festival. Ten lucky, randomly selected, people who share their Manifest
experience will win $100. One extraordinarily
lucky individual will win $1,000!
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To participate, text a message to 312.869.4954
or e-mail a note and a photo to
photos@colum.edu. Look for the “Pop Up
Manifest” symbol wherever you go, and include
the #keyword anywhere in the body of your
message. Each time you do, your message will
“pop up” on the Manifest Web site, and you’ll
increase your chances of winning.

columbia
chronicle

.com

manifest 2010
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Anastasia Bailoni

story by: Blair Mishleau

photo by: Lenny Gilmore

D

eath is often considered taboo in American
culture. It’s rarely talked about and
embalming a person is a mysterious process few
know much about.
Anastasia Bailoni’s piece, “The Business of
Death,” breaks this taboo with raw, revealing
photos of the funeral industry and embalming
process. Dozens of photos, ranging from a shot
of a funeral parlor to the incision made to drain
a deceased person’s blood, show, in unwavering
honesty, what the industry looks like inside
and out.
“To give people a glimpse into this world and
for them to actually be able to see these things
makes the work so strong,” said Bailoni, a spring
2010 Columbia graduate with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in photography. “They are in places
you don’t get to see, and I think that’s why it’s
so interesting.”
Bailoni has connections in the funeral industry.
A close family friend who is an embalmer was the
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person who gave her the idea of documenting such a
macabre subject matter.
While most would find this to be overwhelming
to document, Bailoni explains that her focus on
photography helps her keep calm.
“The very first one I went to was an autopsy, so
the body was completely open,” she said. “I walked
in and I was completely fine. I think I was so focused
on making really amazing images that it never really
bothered me.”
Bailoni’s professors have marveled at her work,
which initially caught them off guard.
“Her work on the industry of death, particularly
the processing of dead bodies, is shockingly frank
and beautiful at the same time,” said Paul D’Amato, a
photography professor of Bailoni’s. “For a culture that
is obsessed with youth and is in denial of the possibility
of aging and dying, it’s very bold and bracing work.”
Her work also gained recognition in the form of
the Weisman Award, which is given to students to
finish a particular artistic project. Bailoni applied and

Manifest 2010

received funds to complete “The Business of Death.”
Her work will also be put on display in a gallery as
part of the award.
“With a grasp well beyond her undergraduate
years, of honest, straightforward photographic
description, representation and a refreshingly
objective point of view, she pursues her
subject,” said Judy Natal, associate chair of the
Photography Department.
Bailoni’s favorite part of the work is that she gets
to go past the casket and see what most can’t .
“Going to the places where I wasn’t supposed to
be and being able to take photographs, I think that
was the best part,” Bailoni said. “Being able to take
photographs in the embalming rooms where the
public isn’t allowed to go; I think that is what makes
it so exciting for me.”
“The Business of Death” goes on display in
October at a location to be announced. A sampling
of six photos from the piece is on display at the
Manifest celebration.

Wade Holliday

story by: Margaret Smith

O

photo: Courtesy Office of Student Communications

ne time, Columbia senior theater major Wade Holliday
used a ripped-out ad of a vodka bottle as inspiration for a
piece he was working on. It had nothing to do with the alcohol,
Holliday said. The picture conveyed exactly what he was trying
to depict with his work: elegance, class and refinement. This
method is fairly normal for an artist, especially one in a thriving
arts and culture community like Columbia’s. But here’s something
that you probably didn’t know about Holliday: He happens
to be a theater design major, with a concentration in lighting.
Lighting design, theater and vodka ads? Yeah, it sort of sounds like
someone’s asking you to play a game of “Guess which one in the
group doesn’t belong.” This process is just a normal part of Holliday’s
research routine as he starts working on a new show, though. First,
he reads the script; then he meets with the design team and director
of the show to go over ideas; and finally, the research begins. Usually
choosing a piece of artwork as his basis (like the vodka bottle ad)
is just the beginning. As the show continues, so does the research.
“A lot of it is figuring out what you want to do and then what you
need to do with it,” Holliday says. “I’m very flexible.”

Holliday’s lighting and design process was nailed down
after seven years of experience, both in high school and
college. Now he’s one of the best student lighting design
experts at Columbia, usually being asked to work on multiple
student productions at one a time. Recently, his skill for the
craft was recognized when Holliday was awarded the John
Murbach Scholarship, Excellence in Collaboration and Design.
Holliday said he randomly got into theater and lighting
design. It all started his sophomore year in high school,
when, back in his hometown of Ottawa, Ill., Holliday decided
to try out for the school’s musical. When audition time
came around, Holliday reluctantly told the director he
didn’t think he would be able to commit enough time due
to his other extracurricular activities. The Director assigned
him to lights instead and he’s been locked in ever since.
His attraction to the craft can be summed up in one word:
spectacle. Holliday said he enjoys the sensation of creating
something magical and he believes lights have a strong
impact. After all, you’re working with something that shines
a light on somebody, but isn’t even really there, he said.
“You’re trying to figure out where beams of light are going to
go, which is kind of weird when you think about it,” Holliday said.
He describes his personal lighting style as simplistic, and
usually even if what he’s making is very complicated, the
tools he uses are very simple to create something flashy.
“I think people have different definitions of magical
and spectacle … I need something more flashy.”
The John Murbach scholarship, which is a part of
the Michael Merritt design awards, is based on the
work Holliday has done over the past four years. The
winners were chosen by a team of Columbia’s design
advisers. Holliday said he would like to say he was
honored but the award came as a shock. What did he do?
“It was never something I attempted to get,” he says.
In the future, Holliday doesn’t plan to stay in theater.
Instead, he hopes to create magic in the real Magic
Kingdom, working at Walt Disney World or Universal
Studios. Even the queuing lines for rides shine stars
in people’s eyes, which is what Holliday does already.
“It’s creating a world that people can step into,” he says.

manifest 2010
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9 a.m.

University Center | 525 S. State St.

10 a.m.

11 a.m.

12 p.m.

1 p.m.

2 p.m.

3 p.m.

Cultural Studies Forum
Loop & River Rooms

4 p.m.

5p

Acoustic Kitchen | Media Room, Floor 2

The Clothesline Project | Great Room Terrace, FL.3
Undergraduate Poetry
Showcase | Great Rm, Fl.3

33 E. Congress Parkway

Creative Non-Fiction Radio S
Showcase | Lake Rm Loop &

Graduate Poetry
Showcase | Great Rm, Fl.3
Journalism: Undergraduate Presentations ||, Convergence Rm.
Floor 2

Journalism: Graduate Presentations |,
Convergence Rm.Flr 2

Graphic Design Showcase | Creative Station, Floor 1
Live, Work & Play. Interior Architecture Showcase | Floor 1
Presentation: The Audio Gallery
Fine Art Exhibition I C33 Gallery
WCRX Radio Presents
Committing to our Community | Fl. 1

Product Design Creative Station | Creative Station, Floor 1
Interior Architecture: Designing the Way | Floor 1

619 S. Wabash Ave.
623 S.Wabash Ave.

Fine Art Exhibition II, A+D Gallery
Alumni Lounge, Wong Center for Creative Expression
Shop Columbia | Floor 1

Market
Awards

When Words Meet Images: Art History, Floor 1, Hokin Hall
Interface, Hokin Gallery, Floor 1

Wabash Ave. & Balbo Dr., Parking Lot

Art Car Derby

Kick Off Rally
Anchor Graphics Silkscreen Extravaganza
Live Student Performance Stage
Poetry Po-tent
Television Premiere
Studio A, Rm 1501

600 S. Michigan Ave.

TV Re
Television Premiere
Studio A, Room 150

Photography Exhibitions: Incident Control and The Real Estate | MoCP, Floor 1

Library | 624 S. Michigan Ave.

Anything New, an Educational Exhibition
Presentation: One-on-One | Floor 3 - North

The Big Top | 9th St. & Wabash Ave.

What Lies Between? Dance Movement Therap
Rooms 1105 & 1106

Manifest Kick
Off Rally

Frequency TV Live Coverage and Webcast
SPB Stage

Buddy Guy’s Legends | 754 S. Wabash Ave.
916 S. Wabash Ave.
731 S. Plymouth Ct.
Garden Stage | 11th & Wabash Ave.
1006 Michigan Ave.
72 E. 11th St.

Music! Music! Music!

Interface, an Exhibition of Interactive Arts II | The Project Rm.
Readings from Columbia's Fiction Writers
The Wild Party

Improv Comedy Spring
Awakening
Group

Bat Boy

Chicago

Song
New

Senior Photography Exhibition
Stage Combat

Tapping!!!

Theater Design Showcase & Makeup Gallery
Theater Per formances

1104 S. Wabash Ave.

Film & Video Graduating Student Film Screening | 8th FL
MFA Photography Thesis Exhibition | Glass Curtain Gallery
After Space Man: "Rave" New World
Conaway Center

Interdisciplinary Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition I | Floor 2

Dance Center | 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
618 S. Michigan Ave.

Dance Senior Showcase
Fashion Show: Launch | Stage Two

Fashion

Interdisciplinary Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition I| | the Arcade

1312 S. Michigan Ave.

American Sign Language:

1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Media Production Center | 1600 S. State St.

MIDI Concert
Critical Studies
Slam | Roof
Life Cycle and Film Department Reception | MPC Mainstage
Advanced Film Works-in-Progress Forum | Lobby
The Debut of the Video Game Grunt Work | Rooms 103 & 105

Jazz Showcase | 806 S. Plymouth Ct.
Hilton | 720 S. Michigan Ave.
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Music: Music! Music!

p.m.

6 p.m.

7 p.m.

8 p.m.

9 p.m.

SHOWCASES
PERFORMANCES

Senior Awards Night
River Rooms

PRESENTATIONS

SHOWCASES

EXPERIENCES

PERFORMANCES

PRESENTATIONS
EXPERIENCES

Manifest Kick Off Rally
Under the Big Top | 9th Street and Wabash Avenue
Noon to 1 p.m.			
Join us as we kick off Manifest 2010 with music, performance and
introductions by Columbia’s President Warrick L. Carter.

ting Communications
s & Presentations, Hokin Hall

The Great Convergence
Under the Big Top | 9th Street and Wabash Avenue
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.			
Follow the enigmatic Manifest “Emissaries” and Columbia’s
2010 Honorary Degree Recipients as they lead you to the Great
Convergence and the first “raising of the star,” Manifest’s new
culminating experience. The Convergence will feature a 100
person-percussion and placard opera created by Redmoon Theater
in partnership with Columbia.

eception | Studio A, FL.15
e II
01

py
The Great
Convergence

It’s A Graduation Party!
Hilton | 720 S. Michigan Ave. | International Ballroom
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.			
If you’re graduating, we’re buying the drinks (and food, music
and party favors). To celebrate your pending graduation, Columbia faculty, staff and alumni will be on hand to wish you well and
welcome you into the Columbia Alumni Association and Network.
The celebration, Columbia’s “senior party,” will feature live music,
DJs, great food ... and cocktails, of course. This is a Columbia-only
event, although graduating students are allowed to bring one
guest. All graduating students, alumni, faculty and staff are invited
to attend. All attendees must be 21+ (student and state IDs required). Department’s poetry contests. An hors d’oeuvre reception
follows at 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.

gs for a
World

Animation Production Studio | 8th Fl.

Repertory Per formance
Dance Workshop

n Show: Launch | Stage Two

Shop Columbia
623 S. Wabash Ave. | Floor 1
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.		
ShopColumbia, Columbia’s student art store, features original
designs created and inspired by Columbia artists. Spanning all
media and disciplines, ShopColumbia is defined by what Columbia
students are making right now. Guests can also purchase a limited
edition 2010 Manifest T-shirt at the shop, while supplies last.

Classical
Guitar recital

: Chicago
Composition IV Recital

Graduation Party!
(until 11 pm)
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Journalism Showcase: Graduate Student
Presentations
33 E. Congress Pkwy. | Floor 2
10 a.m. to Noon, Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Columbia’s top journalism students will share stories
and experiences — from on the beat and in the streets —
and show off their best work from the last year. Undergraduate students will talk about covering campaigns
and debates, getting published, on-the-job learning at
internships, chasing down tough sources, creating multimedia packages, traveling to exotic and not-so-exotic
places, submitting Freedom of Information Act requests
and, of course, getting stories published, produced and
on the air.			
Cultural Studies Forum
[UCC] Loop and River Rooms | 525 S. State St. | Floor 2
10 a.m. to Noon, Reception Noon to 1:30 p.m.
Students from Columbia’s Cultural Studies program link
theory to practice and demonstrate a willingness to intervene in the most important contemporary cultural issues
of our time.
Photography Exhibitions: Incident Control and
The Real Estate
Museum of Contemporary Photography |
600 S. Michigan Ave. | Floor 1
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.			
The Museum of Contemporary Photography is proud to
present a monographic exhibition featuring the work of
British artists Sarah Pickering, Beate Geissler and Oliver
Sann.
Undergraduate Poetry Showcase
Great Room | 525 S. State St. | Floor 3
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Reception 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Columbia’s Bachelor of Arts Poetry candidates read from
their theses alongside winners of the English Department’s poetry contests. An hors d’oeuvre reception will
follow at 3 p.m.
			
When Words Meet Images: Art History
Symposium
Hokin Hall | 623 S. Wabash Ave.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
A presentation of original research and critical analysis
from students in Columbia’s Advanced Seminar in Art
History. A reception in the Averil and Bernard Leviton
A+D Gallery at 619 S. Wabash Ave. will follow at 4 p.m.		
			
Music! Music! Music! At Buddy Guy’s
Buddy Guy’s Legends | 754 S. Wabash Ave.
11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.			
Gospel, jazz, choirs, orchestra, blues, pop/rock and R&B
performance from the music students of Columbia College Chicago.						
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Anchor Graphics Silkscreen Extravaganza
Parking Lot | Balbo Ave. and Wabash avenues.
11 a.m. to 7 p.m.			
Design and print your own 11” x 17” Manifest poster by
working with one of Anchor Graphic’s talented printmakers.
Graphic Design Showcase
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy. | Floor 1
11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Final portfolios for Columbia’s graduating graphic design,
advertising art and illustration students will be on display.
Live, Work, Play. Interior Architecture
Showcase
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy. | Floor 1
11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
An exhibition of thesis work from candidates in Columbia’s Master of Fine Arts in Interior Architecture program.
Product Design Creative Station
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy. | Floor 1
11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Final portfolios for Columbia’s graduating product design
students will be on display.
Presentation: The Audio Gallery
33 E. Congress Pkwy. Lower Level
11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Audio, video and research presentations representing
the audio design & production, audio for visual media,
live reinforcement and acoustics programs at Columbia.
Anything New, an Educational Exhibition
Library | 624 S. Michigan Ave.
11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
An exhibition portraying the journey to become a teacher.
Featuring coursework, student teaching demonstrations
and a study tour of the schools of Reggio Emilia, Italy.
The Debut of the Video Game Grunt Work
Media Production Center | 1600 S. State St. |
Rooms 103 & 105,
11 a.m. to 7 p.m.			
Grunt Work, a video game conceived, produced and authored by students completing Columbia’s game design
program, will be debuted and made available to guests
to play.

Interior Architecture: Designing the Way
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy. | Floor 1
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
An exhibition and presentations showcasing work from “Design Drawings,” the capstone experience of students in Columbia’s Bachelor of Fine Arts in Interior Architecture program.
Presentation: One-on-One
624 S. Michigan Ave. | Floor 3 - North
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Presentations featuring Columbia’s Master of Arts Teaching
candidates, a lesson taught during their spring internship and
a learning experience that changed the life of one child.
Interface, an Exhibition of Interactive Arts I
Hokin Gallery | 623 S. Wabash Ave.
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Students from Columbia’s Interactive Arts & Media program
will exhibit their interactive projects, new media, game-based
art and immersive installations.
Interface, an Exhibition of Interactive Arts II
The Project Room | 916 S. Wabash Ave.
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Students from Columbia’s Interactive Arts & Media program
will exhibit their interactive projects, new media, game based
art and immersive installations.
Interdisciplinary Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition I
Center for Book and Paper Arts | 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Floor 2
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Large-scale installation, performances and multi-volume artist
books will highlight the work of graduate students in Columbia’s
Interdisciplinary Arts program. Performances will take place the
weekend of April 23 & 24 at the 618 S. Michigan Ave. theater
space. The event is an extension of the thesis exhibition for the
Interdisciplinary Arts Master of Fine Arts degree programs (MFA
in interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts, and MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts and Media).
Interdisciplinary Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition II
the Arcade | 618 S. Michigan Ave. | Floor 2
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Large-scale installation, performances and multi-volume artist
books will highlight the work of graduate students in Columbia’s
Interdisciplinary Arts program. Performances will take place the
weekend of April 23 & 24 at the 618 S. Michigan Ave. theater
space. The event is an extension of the thesis exhibition for the
Interdisciplinary Arts Master of Fine Arts degree programs (MFA
in Interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts, and MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts and Media).
Senior Photography Exhibition
1006 S. Michigan Ave.
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Photography from more than 100 students completing
Columbia’s Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Fine Arts Photography program.

MFA Photography Thesis Exhibition
Glass Curtain Gallery | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
An exhibition of work by graduates in the Master of Fine
Arts program in photography.
The Wild Party
Garden Stage | 11th Street and Wabash Avenue
Noon to 1 p.m.			
A special Manifest performance of Columbia’s spring
show The Wild Party set in New York in the 1920s.
Stage Combat
Getz Theater | 72 E. 11th St.
Noon to 1 p.m.			
Thrust! Parry! A display of stage combat techniques
performed by Columbia’s Theater students. A Manifest
favorite.
Television Premiere Day I
Studio A, Room 1501
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Noon to 1 p.m.			
Every semester, we showcase and celebrate the fantastic work of the TV Department’s advanced productions.
The program includes clips from the sketch comedy
show “Out on a Limb,” the news magazine show “Metro
Minutes,” the remote production “Chicago Live,” the
live news program “News Beat” and FREQUENCY TV,
the Television department’s network, which showcases
content created in classes by Columbia’s television
students.
Film & Video Graduating Student Film Screening
Film Row Cinema | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Noon to 5 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Watch select films from Columbia’s graduating film students as well as a few profiles that illustrate the lives of a
few Columbia film students.
Advanced Film Works-in-Progress Forum
Media Production Center | 1600 S. State St. | MPC Lobby
Noon to 5 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Advanced film & video students will present elements
from their unfinished projects, discuss their projects and
encourage audience members to provide much needed
feedback towards each film’s completion.
Life Cycle and Film & Video Department Reception
Media Production Center | 1600 S. State St. | MPC Main
stage
Noon to 5 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Get a little taste of what it’s like to make a film. Life Cycle
gives you a chance to see each stage of the filmmaking process up close and make the same decisions
each filmmaker must consider in order to tell their story
cinematically.
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MIDI Concert
1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Noon to 3 p.m.
MIDI composition recitals.
Theater Design Showcase & Makeup Gallery
72 E. 11th St. | Floor 4
Noon to 5 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.		
An exhibit showcasing the sets, props and costumes
created by the students in Columbia’s Theater Design
program.
The Poetry Po-Tent
Parking Lot | Balbo Drive and Wabash Avenues
Noon to 6 p.m.			
Celebrate the vibrancy of verse! The Po-Tent will feature
Columbia poetry students poised at typewriters composing verses on the spot, guests posing for instant photos
as poets of yore and an opportunity for guests to participate in collaborative poetry.
Alumni Lounge
Quincy Wong Center for Artistic Expression | 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Noon to 7 p.m.			
Columbia’s friends and alumni are invited to catch up,
relax, refresh and browse through an impressive collection of alumni-created art and products for sale at
Alumni Central.
Clothesline Project Exhibition
[UCC] | 525 S. State St. | Floor 3 - Terrace
Noon to 7 p.m.			
A visual display that raises awareness about the issue
of violence against women. This provocative display of Tshirts, decorated by survivors of violence, provides them
an opportunity to break the silence and tell their stories.
Fine Art Exhibition I
C33 Gallery | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
Noon to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
An exhibition featuring a variety of art forms including
painting, drawing, concept art, printmaking, sculpture,
new media and hybrid art forms.
Fine Art Exhibition II
A+D Gallery | 619 S. Wabash Ave.
Noon to 9 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
An exhibition featuring a variety of art forms including
painting, drawing, concept art, printmaking, sculpture,
new media and hybrid art forms.
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Theater Performances
Classics Studio | 72 E. 11th St.
Noon to 5 p.m.			
An afternoon of theater with the Director’s Toolkit from
Noon – 1 p.m., Solo Performance from 1 p.m. – 3 p.m.
p.m., Words On Stage Theatre Collective from 3 p.m. – 4
p.m. and the Black Actors Guild from 4 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Improv Comedy Group and Droppin’ $cience
Garden Stage | 11th Street and Wabash Avenue
1 p.m. to 2 p.m.			
A Second City-style review written and performed by
Columbia’s comedy studies and improv students.		
		
Tapping!!!
Getz Theater | 72 E. 11th St..
1 p.m. to 2 p.m.			
Enjoy the explosion of synchronized sound and movement that is tap.					
Graduate Poetry Showcase
Great Room | 525 S. State St. | Floor 3
1 p.m. to 3 p.m., Reception 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.		
Columbia’s Master of Fine Arts Poetry candidates read
from their theses alongside winners of the English Department’s poetry contests. An hors d’oeuvre reception will
follow at 3 p.m.						
		
Critical Studies Slam
Media Production Center | 1600 S. State St. | Roof
2 p.m. to 3 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
It’s the first critical studies slam! Contestants get three
minutes to tell us all there is to know about a period in
film history.						
				
WCRX Radio Presents Committing to our Community
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy. | Floor 1
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.			
Radio students at WCRX, 88.1FM host a live program
to promote volunteerism and community involvement.
Broadcast highlights feature interviews with community
leaders, students and individuals who exemplify the
spirit of volunteerism and public service. Manifest visitors are invited to participate as members of our studio
audience. Listen to live coverage at wcrx.net or 88.1 FM.
Fashion Show: Launch
618 S. Michigan Ave.
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.			
A fashion show featuring the talents and perspectives of
designers from Columbia’s fashion design program and
produced by students in the fashion & retail management program. This industry-specific event is invitation
only. RSVP to fashionsecretary@colum.edu or by calling
(312)369-6280 by May 3. There is a 1 p.m. matinee and
a 5 p.m. evening show. Doors open 30 minutes prior to
showtime.

Journalism Showcase: Undergraduate Student
Presentations II
33 E. Congress Pkwy. | Floor 2
1 p.m. to 4 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Columbia’s top journalism students will share stories
and experiences — from on the beat and in the streets —
and show off their best work from the year. Undergraduate students will talk about covering campaigns and
debates, getting published, on-the-job learning at internships, chasing down tough sources, creating multimedia
packages, traveling to exotic and not-so-exotic places,
submitting Freedom of Information Act requests, and, of
course, getting stories published, produced and on the
air.
Dance Senior Showcase
Dance Center | 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.			
A showcase of Columbia’s dance program celebrates
both performance and choreography students.
Readings from Columbia’s Fiction Writers
The Court | 731 S. Plymouth Ct.
2 p.m. to 7 p.m., Reception 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Readings from novel excerpts, short stories, creative
nonfiction essays and plays highlight the work of
Columbia’s Fiction Writing Bachler of Arts, Bachlor of
Fine Arts and Master of FIne Arts students.
Art Car Derby
Parking Lot | Balbo Drive and Wabash Avenue
2:20 p.m. to 5 p.m.			
If a demolition derby and pinewood derby had a baby
while riding on a parade float, it would grow up to be the
Art Car Derby. Originally devised as a way to hone the
crafting skills of Art + Design students, the derby has
evolved into a 32-car, 48-foot-long competition, pitting
art students against their faculty and staff. Bragging
rights and the coveted Wideroe Cup go to the winner.
Bat Boy
Garden Stage | 11th Street and Wabash Avenue
2:45 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.			
A musical about a half bat, half boy performed by
Columbia’s theater students.

What Lies Between? A Dance Movement Therapy
Showcase
624 S. Michigan Ave. | Rooms 1105 and 1106
3 p.m. to 6 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.		
Columbia’s dance movement therapy students demonstrate their practice by synthesizing a world of compassion into a single moment; explored then danced.
Acoustic Kitchen Special Performance
UCC Media Room | 525 S. State St. | Floor 2
3 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.			
Vital acoustic music performed by Columbia artists.
Hosted by faculty Dave Dolak and George Bailey. Student
Performers:
Hutchey, Brynn Mawr, Andrew Lynch, Chris Jennings, J.T.
Royster & others.
Creative Non-Fiction Showcase
UCC | 525 S. State St. | Lake Room
4 p.m. to 5 p.m.. Reception 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.		
Readings of personal essays, lyrical essays, hybrid
works, transgeneric pieces and memoirs will feature the
works of students from Columbia’s creative non-fiction
program.
Spring Awakening
Garden Stage | 11th Street and Wabash Avenue
2 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.			
A performance from Columbia’s Musical Theater
Collective student organization.
Chicago
Garden Stage | 11th Street and Wabash Avenue
3:30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Students from Columbia’s American Sign Language
(ASL) English Interpretation program will present the
musical Chicago.
Music: Music! Music! At the Jazz Showcase
Jazz Showcase inside Dearborn Station |
806 S. Plymouth Ct. | 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.			
Columbia’s Music Department invites you to jazz it up
with Brazilian trumpeter Claudio Roditi, the award winning Columbia College Jazz Ensemble, and 3CVJE at the
premier jazz club in Chicago.

After Space Man: “Rave” New World
Conaway Center | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.			
Together, 11 students imagine and engineer this retrofuturistic installation and environment. Enter into the
year 2010 ASM. Interact within this Space-Center-meetsTemple-meets-Astronaut-Rave. You will be surrounded
by momentary image, bombastic sound and stimulated
anticipation as you explore this charged, truth seeking
world. Frank Maugeri (artistic director of Redmoon Theater and Columbia Alumnus) and Taylor Bibat (emerging
Chicago theater artist) lead Columbia students in the
creation of this “Rave” New World.
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Television Premiere Day II
Studio A, Room 1501 | 600 S. Michigan Ave.
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.			
Every semester we showcase and celebrate the fantastic
work of the TV Department’s advanced productions. The
program includes clips from the sketch comedy show
“Out on a Limb,” the news magazine show “Metro
Minutes,” the remote production “Chicago Live,” the live
news program “News Beat” and FREQUENCY TV, the television department’s network, which showcases content
created in classes by Columbia’s television students.
Marketing Communications Awards and
Presentations
Hokin Hall | 623 S. Wabash Ave.
5 p.m. to 7 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Celebrate the award-winning students of Columbia’s
marketing communications department. Watch the
National Student Advertising Competition team defend
their 1st place title and hear from a series of student
scholars, award winners and honorees.
Radio Department’s Senior Awards Night
UCC | 525 S. State St. | Floor 2, Loop/River Rooms
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.			
The Radio Department presents an awards ceremony and
showcase of student work in the areas of production, news,
talent, public affairs, radio theatre and documentary.
Animation Production Studio
Film Row Cinema | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., Reception 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.		
Watch an exclusive screening of this year’s Animation
Production Studio project: a film produced by Columbia’s
animation students during a 30-week capstone course
designed to mirror the experience of working in a professional animation studio.
Composition IV Recital
1014 S. Michigan Ave.
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Music recitals
Classical Guitar Recital
Sherwood Conservatory | 1312 S. Michigan Ave.
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
A day of classical guitar performed by Columbia’s music
students.
Repertory Performance Dance Workshop
Dance Center | 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
8 p.m. to 10 p.m.			
Dance performance students will perform works by
faculty as well as local and national choreographers.
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Frequency TV Live Coverage and Webcast
Under the Big Top | 9th Street and Wabash Avenue
Noon to 9 p.m.
Frequency Television will be covering and broadcasting
Manifest live! Check out the live coverage any number
of ways: FTV monitors throughout campus, Channel 32
in the residence halls, colum.edu/manifest or frequencytelevision.com. Don’t forget to stop by the student
stage and say hi to the Frequency crew and get a peek at
Columbia’s new HD production truck in action!

Student Producers:
Columbia would like to thank and acknowledge the many
student producers who helped make this year’s Manifest, Manifest. Students from the Audio Arts & Acoustics
Department are producing much of the audio you will
hear as you walk around the festival. When you see
cameras, mobile sound stages or our mobile Frequency
TV production truck, you’re seeing Columbia’s television
students in action, producing a full day of live Manifest
coverage which is being simulcast online. Interpreters
from the American Sign Language (ASL) program ensure
access to many of the festival’s events for our hearing
impaired guests. Students from the Student Programming Board (SPB) worked diligently to program the
music and DJ stages at 9th Street and Wabash Avenue.
Students from Monica Grayless’ Events: Concert and
Festival Production Management class developed the
programming on the stage at Balbo Drive and Wabash
Avenue. Not to be overlooked are the many students who
produce Columbia’s award-winning student newspaper
The Columbia Chronicle, who helped secure most of the
sponsors that made this year’s festival possible. Special
thanks to Manifest Intern Producer Carlanay “CC” Cameron and Manifest Communications Student Producer
Julie Atty, whose efforts in making this festival a reality
was nothing short of spectacular.
		

ALL COLUMBIA COLLEGE STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
RECEIVE 10% OFF FROM CONNIE’S PIZZA!

GET YOUR 10% DISCOUNT CARD AT THE MANIFEST ARTS FESTIVAL OR STOP IN AT CONNIE’S
AND SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID!
2373 S. ARCHER AVENUE / 312.CONNIES OR 312.326.3443
WWW.CONNIESPIZZA.COM

Visit Our Booth And Receive
Coupons And Other Give-aways!
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G

lass blowing, American Sign Language,
sailing, singing, scuba diving and laser
cutting are just a few sample activities that
interest Laura Thompson. Thompson, a
graduating senior at Columbia, likes to do
things that engage.
She takes this a step further in her major,
interactive arts and media, where she works
to bring people together through technology.
Her use of interactive media isn’t what
people typically think of, where platforms
such as video games are the norm.
“I hate that because I was a kid who grew
up playing outside,” Thompson said. “I can’t
get behind the idea of technology keeping
people inside. I’m working to combat that. I
like to get people talking.”
A project she helped create for last year’s
Manifest celebration certainly accomplished
this. Entitled “Cubes 2009,” it consisted of
clear cubes that reacted with a specific sound
and light when people turned them.
The cubes were programmed to
communicate with each other, so depending
on the position of one cube, the others would
behave in a particular way.
“[The project] integrated interactive
media and tangible items in ways that really
engaged people in fun and novel ways,” said
Patrick Lichty, associate professor in the
Interactive Arts and Media Department.
The piece did well and allowed people to
work together to interact with the project.
“It was one of the big hits at last year’s
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Manifest, drawing a large crowd all day
long,” said Matt Green, a professor of
Thompson’s.
The project helped Thompson get her
feet wet as she grew more comfortable in
the major.
“That kind of just launched my career
in the IAM Department,” Thompson said.
“It was the influence of teachers that
kept telling me to do stuff and then when
I did stuff, they actually liked it, so it was
one of the opportunities that just kind of
presented itself and unfolded that I had no
expectation of.”
Those who have worked with her marvel
at her ability to see beyond everyday
boundaries.
“She is very good at both the research
and the ability to deconstruct and
reconstruct a piece of machinery to figure
out how it works, and to put it to use for
her own purposes,” said Terence Hannum,
the external relations coordinator for the
IAM Department.
At this year’s Manifest Celebration,
Thompson is creating a piece entirely on
her own, called “Black Tide Rising.”
Utilizing a fascinating substance called
Ferrofluid, which is both magnetic and
liquid, Thompson will allow the audience
to create an amazing spectacle with it
utilizing motion sensors to control the
substance.
“Because of the fighting between the

liquid part of the fluid and the magnetic part
of the fluid, it forms spikes: the metal in the
fluid wants to spike out, but the oil wants
to collapse back in itself so it forms these
spikes all over,” Thompson said of the fluid.
“Of course, because I’m interactive arts and
media, it’s going to be interactive, where
the user is going to be able to control the
electromagnet.”
When users bring their hand close to a
sensor, the Ferrofluid will be drawn up a
magnetic pole, which causes the liquid to
form spikes similar to crystals. As users pull
their hand further from the sensor, the fluid
will flow back down, Thompson explained.
This piece exemplifies why Thompson is a
unique student, her teachers said.
“What we as educators want to see in all
our students is drive,” Green said. “Laura’s
drive as an artist is exceptional. She’s an artist
who happens to be a student and who uses
her classes as an opportunity to accomplish
what she sets out to do.”

THE
GREAT
story by: Tony Merevick

I

n partnership with Chicago’s Redmoon Theater,
Manifest organizers are building a single
spectacle, known as the Great Convergence, to
conclude the school-wide urban arts festival.
“Our theater department is partnering with
[Redmoon] and with our build shop,” said
Mark Kelly, vice president of Student Affairs.
“We want to create a ritual that captures who
we are and what we believe in, that brings
everyone together.”
New to the annual student arts festival, the
Great Convergence was added partly in place
of the parade, which was omitted from the 2010
festivities because of challenges presented by
location and weather.
“Large paper puppets and rain are just not
compatible,” said Kari Sommers, assistant dean
of Student Life and Manifest organizer.
The Great Convergence will be an “over-thetop” spectacle of theatrical performances, music
and visual art displays, Sommers said.
Following the day’s lineup of exhibits and
performances, the Manifest street team, known
as the Emissaries, will lead guests to a tent at
the corner of East 9th Street and South Wabash

Avenue at 7 p.m. The 80-foot by 100-foot tent will be
the largest Columbia has ever rented.
Inside the tent will be multi-dimensional
performances, including a Redmoon percussion team
and a 100-person placard ensemble that will perform
in response to Redmoon’s drum and cymbal team,
as well as some of the theater company’s highly
engineered percussion equipment.
“So there will be 100 [performers] here, and they’ll
each have a book,” Sommers said, describing the
placard ensemble. “And each book makes up a piece
of the picture like a puzzle, and together it makes one
giant image. They’re kind of like pixels.”
In addition, the Emissaries will open their
briefcases and assemble the iconic Manifest star from
Plexiglass panels.
“There was the principle motif in place, that was the
star,” said Redmoon’s Artistic Director Frank Maugeri.
“Everything was constructed around the star.”
Sommers said the drummers, the percussion
machine and the placard ensemble will perform, and
at the end of the show, the star will be raised to the
ceiling and lit.
Directing the Redmoon performance is Vanessa
Stalling. Co-directing are Alex Ballesterie and

Matty Rudy.
Spectacle Costume Shop Manager Elsa Hiltner said
she is excited about the new direction in which the project
is going.
“We’re all really excited about doing an event that
encompasses all of Columbia and incorporating all of
the different parts of the college,” she said.
According to Maugeri, one of the unique things
Redmoon hopes to contribute to the celebration is
the use of a wide variety of machines that will create
“massive accents.”
Maugeri got involved with Manifest because
he admires the festival’s mission to showcase
student work and Columbia’s commitment to
it, and to “develop a real, potentially powerful,
student-authored opportunity,” he said. “I
believe Columbia students are ready for the
experience of the Redmoon machines that
ignite imaginations.”
Sommers said the partnership with Redmoon is a
very exciting collaboration—a creative convergence.
“Our students are working so very hard on it,” Sommers
said. “Some way or another, it’s all going to come
together and be this amazing, over-the-top, wonderful
Columbia experience.”
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Claire Stahlecker

story by: Priya A. Shah

photo by: Brent Lewis
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s graduation approaches, Claire Stahlecker, a senior
music major, is preparing for Columbia’s Manifest
celebration with a list of original songs she will perform.
With her guitar by her side, Stahlecker has been studying
music at Columbia for the past four years. She writes her
own lyrics and composes her own music.
“Ninety-nine percent of the stuff that I [write about] are
events that happened to me,” said Stahlecker, who added
that music didn’t come easy to her, especially when she
began to learn theory.
Stahlecker is preparing for the professional world that
awaits her and colleagues say they have no doubt the future
holds success for her.
Zachary Jablow, a 23-year-old Columbia alumnus who
majored in arts, entertainment and media management,
said Stahlecker was one of the first people he worked with.
“She really helped me get my name out there,” Jablow said.
“The first song we did together is called ‘Forever Better.’ I
had this great arrangement and composition written, but
had nobody to sing it.”
After seeing Stahlecker perform at a Columbia event,
Jablow asked her to work with him.
“She kind of shrugged me off,” Jablow said. “But I was
persistent and she ended up writing and recording the song
with me.”
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The two have recorded approximately 10 songs
together since then.
In addition to her fan club, Julie Atty knows Stahlecker
through friends and projects that Staklecker worked
on through Columbia’s Student Communications
office, where Atty works. Atty, 22, a senior marking
communication major, has seen Stahlecker perform
many times on campus.
“Even though she’s still a student, she’s professional,”
Atty said. “She’s really good [and] I love her music. She’s
so much bigger than she knows.”
Professors Gary Yerkins and Bill Borris both agree.
“[She’s an] outstanding student. She came to school
pretty developed [as a musician],” Yerkins said.
Stahlecker was in his songwriting class.
“She has as much chance as anybody I know being
successful in the music business,” Borris said. He is was
Stahlecker’s jazz guitar instructor.
Musical inspirations such as John Mayer and India
Arie motivated Stahlecker to be the musician she
is today.
“Being able to record and perform [is my dream],”
she said.
Check out Stahlecker perform at the Manifest
celebration or at the Taste of Chicago on July 1.
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